Foundation Engineers without Borders the Netherlands

POLICY PLAN 2019

“If change isn’t systemic, it isn’t change at all.”
George Roter
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Aim of this document
This document is the policy plan of Engineers without Borders - The Netherlands (EWB NL or EWB),
officially known as Stichting Ingenieurs zonder Grenzen (KVK 65174275), and describes our ambition,
principles, policy, vision and goals. The strategy (actions) to be taken to reach the goals are described in
underlying documents.
There are three pillars for our policy which together make us realise impact. The pillars are (1) Projects and
Programs, (2) Community Building and (3) Funding are further detailed in relevant below sections.

We are EWB
We believe in the power of those who want to make a change: local entrepreneurs and leaders with passion,
dreams and ideas on how to improve their life and the life of their communities. Therefore, our goal is to
promote, teach and implement sustainable technical solutions in developing countries which can be
successfully adopted by local companies. By doing so we believe we help to enhance people’s quality of
life and the development of communities.
To reach that goal, our volunteers give support with their knowledge to local organizations, NGO’s and
entrepreneurs, ensuring that their ideas get the necessary technical support. That’s why all our projects are
based on local request and include a business/social model behind them, so that a long-term, sustainable
impact is achieved, and local ownership is ensured.
Example projects are drinking water systems, sustainable off-grid energy, development of smart apps or
low-tech tools, set-up of small factories and enterprises. By participating in the projects, the volunteers
(mainly engineers) will develop non-technical knowledge such as how to deal with cultural differences,
social impact, institutional models and entrepreneurship, which they also apply in their professional work.
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Our Ambition
Our ambition is to improve well-being through engineering.
We work on improving well-being of people living in developing countries, and by doing so will increase
well-being of our volunteers through the learning experience and social connections they make.

Our Principles
We reach our ambition based on the following principles
● EWB is a non-profit organisation
● Our volunteers invest their time and knowledge and are not paid by EWB
● We are no competition with professional engineering firms, local and international
● Our work is demand driven and guarantees local ownership in developing countries
● Engineering is a need in the project
● We only support projects that have positive, long-term impact on people’s well-being
● We provide sustainable solutions (Financial, Institutional, Ecological, Technological, Social) and
work at innovative solutions that are needed to do so
● Level 3 projects which means that the aim is to include a social/business plan and train a local
entrepreneur to make the project successful
● We provide a platform for knowledge exchange
● Our volunteers develop themselves by executing our projects
● We provide our volunteers with the opportunity to have a meaningful experience
● Personal and community development both local and at EWB

Engineering
Based

Locally
Requested

No
Competition

Level 3 Aid

Sustainable
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Our Projects
The scope of what EWB offers to its local partners is focused to engineering services such as designing,
consulting and training. Examples of supporting development projects by providing engineering are:
• Engineering assignment abroad for a specific project (fieldwork);
• Engineering abroad to support a partner organization in multiple projects or programs (fieldwork);
• Engineering from the Netherlands supporting a project or partner organization (deskwork);
• Any combination of the above.
Focus areas for the EWB NL projects portfolio are:
• Drinking water;
• Sanitation;
• Sustainable energy;
• Food security;
• Infrastructure1;
• Start-ups or expanding SME’s;
Our focus areas align with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

EWB NL’s preferred development model is “Venture model” developed by Engineers without borders
Canada (https://www.ewb.ca/en/showcase/small-growing-business-ventures/). In this model local
1

Such as hospitals, roads, bridges, levees and weirs.
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entrepreneurs take ownership of the technological assets in order to assure long term
impact. This approach would, for example, call on engineers to shift from the simple mentality of drilling
wells in Africa to the mentality of training local change makers prepared to work alongside community
entrepreneurs, leaders and volunteers to ensure that tens of thousands of African wells are monitored and
repaired through social ventures.

Sustainability
All EWB projects shall deliver sustainable solutions. We define a sustainable solution by the five “FIETS”
aspects adapted from the Global WASH Alliance:

Financial

Institutional

Ecological

Technological

Social

At EWB we believe in local entrepreneurship. Solutions are to be financially viable:
This means that the activities are locally financed (e.g. taxes, local fees, local
financing) and do not depend on external (foreign) subsidies. To make a project
financially sustainable we develop a locally fea
sible business case together with our local partner organisation or entrepreneur
Institutional sustainability ensures that project output, institutions, policies and
procedures at the local level are functional and meet the demand of users of the
services. This means that beneficiaries, authorities and service providers at the
local and the national level are clear on their own roles, tasks and responsibilities.
They are capable of fulfilling these roles effectively and are transparent to each
other.
Environmental sustainability ensures the management of natural resources for
current and future generations. This means placing project output in the wider
context of the natural environment and implementing an approach of integrated
and sustainable management of water and waste(-water) flows and resources. We
strive to a positive environmental impact and keep any negative impacts as low as
possible or compensate for that. For example environmental impact assessments
can be part of our project scope.
Technological sustainability is about locally appropriate technologies.
Technological sustainability of project output is reached when the technology or
hardware needed for the services continues to function is maintained, repaired and
replaced by local people and it is not depleting the (natural) resources on which it
depends for its functioning. Our designs are often challenged to be extremely low
maintenance with a long lifetime. Further they are based on sustainable concepts,
inspired by the circular economy. Water, waste and energy consumption are
minimized, where possible energy will be used from renewable resources.
Social sustainability ensures that the appropriate social conditions and
prerequisites are realized and sustained. This way the current and future society
is able to create healthy and livable communities. Our projects are executed and
owned by the local stakeholders. In this way local ownership is guaranteed and
the project has positive social impact. To ensure social sustainability a Social
Impact Assessment can be part of a project.
In the execution of our projects EWB is determined not to compete with existing
engineering firms. Knowledge provided by or work performed by local companies
is beneficial for local economic and social structures. If this is not present, EWB
can help.
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Our Organisation
EWB NL is a foundation registered at the chamber of commerce in the Netherlands; set up in January 2016.
The organisation works with volunteers, mainly engineers, to achieve its ambition. Next to company
donations, people can also register to be a donor, also known as ‘Friends of EWB NL’. With exception of
the board members no volunteers and engineers will represent EWB NL legally. All board members and
supervisory board members are compliant to the integrity requirements as formulated by the Dutch Tax
requirements for ANBI status. The organisation of EWB NL consists of:
● The board and supervisory board
● The business impact team (BIT)
● The senior expert group (SEG)
● The events team
● The communication/PR team
● The partnerships team
● The graphic design team
● The project portfolio managers
● The project teams
● The design challenge team
● Other operational support such as web/IT development, impact measurement and coordination of
project requests
● Community managers Eindhoven
Besides the above, EWB NL is linked to Engineers without Borders International (EWB-I) as a startupmember. EWB International has tens of thousands members worldwide. The EWB’s keep each other
posted and their members informed through meet-ups and newsletters.

EWB Organisation & Teams

* The advisory board is to be initiated in 2019
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Board
The main responsibilities of the board are:
● Ensure compliance with foundational statutes, ANBI guidelines, etc.
● Establish the policy of the foundation and its yearly update;
● Ensure execution of policy plan;
● Ensure transparency by having finances checked by a supervisory body and published;
● Prepare and publish annual report;
● Represent the foundation.
In the Board the following roles with corresponding responsibilities are defined:

Chairman (required)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure the effective and efficient functioning of the board and organisation
Ensure tasks and responsibilities are well distributed between board members
Manage critical path / tracking decision making
Chair quarterly board meetings
Represent the general organisation to external stakeholders (figurehead)
Be the key contact for the Business Impact Team, Supervisory Board, Advisory Board
Support on strategic & company partnerships
Acts as backup for the treasurer

Secretary (required)
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Develop and deploy the EWB Communication Strategy (internal and external).
Centralized point for managing contact groups (Volunteers, Friends, Newsletters)
Ensures minutes of meetings are made and keep the MoM filing up to date
Ensure preparation and publishing of a transparent annual report
Execute the Public Relations Strategy, including exposure at events of other organizations,
arranging for sufficient promotional material, and development and management of branding
guidelines
Execute the IT Strategy and provide IT support, including management of Google drive
rights,keeping the drive structured, website management and central management of IT accounts,
including email
Be the focal contact point for the EWB Eindhoven community

Human Resources and Community Engagement
Facilitates the human resourcing of projects which includes:
• Manage contact and communication with engineers
• Provide information on required project engineer skills and experience
• Recruit project engineers and coordinate manning of project teams
• Facilitates project evaluation with engineers and local partners
• Puts knowledge management/sharing system in place
• Implements personal development program for volunteers in projects
• Manages and measures the engagement and satisfaction of the EWB community
• Coordinates the HR/Community Engagement team
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Treasurer (required)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine and execute financial policy
Manage finance (bank account)
Prepare annual budget
Prepare annual account
Process financial declarations
Review and approve project budgets

QHSE & Compliance
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage safety and safety procedures
Complete and manage safety handbook
Manage compliance with Safety handbook
Manage liability, insurance(s), quality and general
compliance
Ensures legal compliance
Ensures and registers that code of conduct has been
signed by all active engineers

Partnerships
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support funding policy by means of establishing and
nurturing relevant contacts
Manage contact with (potential) partner organisations
and donors/sponsors
Set-up, coordinate and evaluate partnerships
Cooperate and coordinate relevant activities with the
Events Team to support relevant partnerships and
sponsors/donors
Cooperate with the relevant teams to support funding
applications
Coordinate with Portfolio Managers and Manager
Projects relevant content to approach potential
partners and donors/sponsors

Manager Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordination of project requests and project
proposals
Coordination with project portfolio managers
Manage and optimize the Projects Portfolio
Execute and keep up to date the Portfolio
Management Plan
Keep the contact register and contact with local
partner organisations, including subsidy coordination
Keep track on the projects and go/no-go decisionmaking process during execution
Keep the projects status dashboard
Projects evaluation with local partner
Key point of contact for SEG
SDG Impact Measurement
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Community & Communication
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publish the monthly newsletter
Execute the social media protocol as per communication plan (twitter/facebook/linkedin/other)
Oversee/Coordinate the Events team
Oversee/Coordinate the Graphic Design team
Oversee/Coordinate the Communication/PR team
Link the above mentioned support teams to the other support teams and project teams.
Support the Public Relations Strategy, including exposure at events of other organizations,
arranging for sufficient promotional material, and development and management of branding
guidelines

Supervisory Board
A Supervisory Board of at least three members, which are not members of the board, is in place to advise
and control the board to ensure the foundation meets the goals set out in the founding documents. One of
the supervisory board members, with the appropriate financial aptitude, will be responsible for controlling
the finances of the foundation. The supervisory board will meet at least once a year.

Board Support Teams
The board is supported by the following teams with the notion that the members of these teams are not
officially member of the board and hence do not legally represent EWB NL.

Business Impact Team (BIT)
The business impact team has expertise and advises the project teams on sustainable business
development and social cultural aspects in development projects. They can also be consulted for the
following:
Organization of the kick-off meeting and teambuilding
Social cultural awareness workshops
Business model canvas workshop, to develop the projects business model
Support in the set-up of financial models and business cases
Development of a funding strategy for a specific project
Project management advice

Senior Expert Group (SEG)
The Senior Expert Group consists of senior experts who are consulted for go / no-go decisions on project
execution and review of (critical) deliverables such as project execution plans, bases of design, budgets,
etc. The senior experts have a proven experience in project execution in developing countries. Regarding
the critical deliverables they mainly look at risks involved with the design and the risks of sending the
document to another party. In these they consider impact to the EWB engineers, EWB organization and
the beneficial community.
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They can also be consulted for technical review in case the expertise is missing in a project
team and the team is unable to find this expertise outside the team. SEG can help to find the right expert
to review.

Events Team
The events team organizes events for the EWB community which are aimed to bring members together
and collectively learn and share knowledge about project execution in developing countries. The events
are used as an engagement platform for our engineers, prospective volunteers and partners – a place
where we can share knowledge and learn from each other expertise. Typical examples of recurring events
are the Meet & Greet, in which project updates are shared and the volunteers can meet with each other
accompanied with some drinks and interesting discussions, and the Hang-Out, which are casual social
gatherings such as a movie night, a beach clean-up, bar hopping, etc. Other examples of events are a
symposium, design challenges, workshops, think tanks, masterclasses, etc.

Design Challenge team
The Design Challenge team is responsible for organizing one of the bigger events of EWB-NL: the Design
Challenge. Since this event takes a lot of time and effort to prepare, this is a separate team next to the
Events team, this way they can fully focus on the Design Challenge.

Communication/PR team
The communication/PR team is responsible for using external communication as a means to engage people
and organisations by showing what we do and why we believe our approach has real impact. We aim to be
visible online and offline, in order to (1) expose ourselves, our projects and our impact to the world, (2)
inform those who get interested in EWB-NL, (3) let these people join in one of the projects or other activities,
and (4) engage these people so that stay with us and contribute to achieving impact.
Online we aim to do this via our blog on the website and social media, currently we mainly use Facebook
and LinkedIn. Here we aim to give updates from our projects, promote our events, share interesting stories
related to engineering in developing countries, etc. Offline we aim to do this by visiting external events
where like-minded and potentially interested people are and introduce EWB-NL to those people, for
example job fairs, festivals, conferences, markets, etc.

Graphic Design team
The Graphic Design team supports the project teams by creating tools that can be used for the project
execution, such as maintenance manuals, visuals to explain technical solutions, storyboards, etc. and
supports in communication about the project by making for example infographics, blogs and brochures.
Next to that they support with guidelines for making good pictures and videos. Next to supporting the project
teams, the Graphic Design team also supports the other teams and the board of EWB-NL by making
promotional videos, work on improvement of the logo and branding style, designing brochures, etc.
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Partnership Team
The partnerships team supports the board member for partnerships with:
• Establishing relevant contacts and develop relationships with potential partners, donors and
sponsors
• Set-up, coordination and evaluation of partnerships, including coordination with these partners on
support of their engineers in EWB projects
• Maintain and nurture this relationship in a fruitful way for EWB NL
• Promote a consistent message to potential partners, donors and sponsors
• Ensure smooth introduction between EWB NL teams and partners.
• Work closely with Portfolio Managers and Events Team to ensure relevant updates on EWB NL’s
activities are available at any moment to present to partners, donors and sponsors

HR & Community Engagement Team
The HR & Community Engagement Team supports the board member HR with the following:
• Matching candidates with projects
• Support in development of the online consultancy platform
• Administration and keeping the EWB engineers database up to date
• Personal Development Coordination of the EWB engineers

Operational Support
Within the operational organization there are the following key support positions:
Project Request Coordinator
o Coordinate project acquisition and requests
o Coordinate project proposals
o Ensure review of proposals by Portfolio Manager, Board and Senior Expert Group (SEG)
Website designer
Automation support
Impact measurement coordinator
Project execution planning workshop coordinator

-
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Authorization
For the authorization table reference is made to:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mPdCDd-l5p1FiB_R4KW9UgGaSEqYnR-p_ZQGHRa_3NI/edit

Remuneration Policy
No financial compensation is provided to board and supervisory board members, other than compensation
of personal travel cost and EWB NL related expenses. All board and supervisory board members work on
a voluntary basis. Also the volunteers in the project teams and support teams are not financially
compensated for their efforts for EWB NL. They contribute to our organisation and projects with their time
and expertise.

Project Remuneration Policy
For engineers traveling less than 1 month to the project country, it is aimed to have the traveling
expenses covered in the following way:
- Flight tickets, vaccinations and visa will be expensed from the project sponsoring budget, to be
arranged by the project team and supported by EWB NL. If the team did not manage to get the
full amount sponsored, they can request EWB NL to cover 50% of the gap.
- Local accommodation shall in principle be paid by the local partner as part of the local partnership
agreement. It may also be part of an (employer/project) sponsorship arrangement.
- Food and non-alcoholic drinks shall be paid by the engineer, but may be part of a sponsorship
agreement. Alcoholic expenses will not be paid by EWB NL.
For engineers traveling more than 1 month, special arrangements are applicable which are to be
approved by the EWB NL board prior making arrangements.

Transparency
Transparency of the funding is an important part of the responsibilities of EWB NL towards all the
companies, funds, NGO's and individuals involved. More so because all funds are transferred via a single
bank account. The treasurer is principal accountable for the finances of EWB NL and reports the financial
status. The supervisory board checks and approves the yearly statement which is yearly published on the
EWB NL website. Our system to ensure transparency and accountability is further detailed in the funding
plan.

ANBI status
In the Dutch code donations to charities are tax deductible. This only applies to charities with an ANBI
status (Algemeen Nut Beoogende Instelling). EWB NL is registered under tax number KVK 65174275 and
has ANBI status.
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Our Vision for 2019
‘Increase our impact by empowering local ventures with engineering support and
the initiation of a revolving investment fund’
Our focus for 2019 is to continue our better, faster and more projects strategy in order to support the goal
of increasing our impact on the well-being of people living in developing countries. Next to that we will
initiate an investment fund from donations to realise the implementation of small scalable projects.
It is an important step towards the longer term goals of a Sustainably funded and resourced EWB and the
set-up of a large EWB investment fund that supports local ventures not only with knowledge but also
financially.

Better
Faster
More
Projects

2018

BFM Projects
Set-up Pilot
Revolving Fund
ANL Program

2019

Scaling
Program
structure +
fund in place

2020

Self
sustained
programs
locally run

2025

Figure 1 EWB Scaling Path

The Impact Strategy for 2019 entails 3 main topics with corresponding actions:

Projects - How We Work
In 2019 we will continue on our work of 2018 on improving our working procedures, by making them more
efficient, reduce and automate administration and increase responsiveness. In addition, in 2019, we will
start focusing on opportunities for scaling up and reproducing projects. We will do so by having a stronger
focus on project portfolio management, grow relationships with local partners into programs and by starting
a pilot revolving investment fund from donations to enable the construction of infrastructure. This investment
fund will give EWB experience to grow a large investment fund from donations and subsidies. The larger
investment fund will enable the Africa Next Level Program that initiates innovative social ventures to
improve wellbeing, climate impact and a circular economy, in close collaboration with local entrepreneurs.
An example program is represented by the collaboration with Kumwe in Rwanda for a project of valorization
of their biowaste stream into sustainable energy, construction materials and water purification technology.
If the project is successful, the same solution may be applied to other social enterprises.
To measure our effectiveness, we will continue the implementation of a Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) impact measurement system.
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Highlights for implementation are:
• Simplify our processes and set-up project execution plan workshops at the beginning of each
project to quickly get a team up and running. These processes will build on best practices and the
experience and knowledge developed from previous projects.
• Grow the organization of projects into portfolios (water, energy, food, etc). Each portfolio has a
manager who is responsible for coaching the project managers and escalating issues. In addition,
the portfolio managers will take a more strategic role in the development of the cluster.
• Initiate the Africa Next Level program together with our partner Africa in Motion. The program will
contribute to building a biobased and circular industry in Africa by setting-up local ventures with
involvement of Dutch companies and deliver substantial impact to the Paris climate agreement
• Develop an online platform to match simple NGO support questions directly to engineers. This will
eliminate time consuming bureaucracy for simple requests.
• Set-up automated workflows for reporting, finance and approvals, with better definition of our
decision-making processes
• Team-up with strategic partners to support us and our projects in our non-core areas
• Optimize and make our communication more uniform, facilitated by migration to g-suite
• Implement impact measurement using the relevant targets based on the SDG’s
• Build long term local partnerships to further execute projects in the area
• Establishing and expanding a network of local partners that ensure a steady flow of project
proposals, from which we can develop interesting, impacting scalable projects worldwide

Community Building
Our community of volunteers (including as well engineers as non-technical professionals) is our most
valuable asset. Connecting them as one community to learn from each other, inspire and connect
knowledge will facilitate an efficient and better project execution. This in turn increases the wellbeing of the
communities we work with and our volunteers.
Working on long distance projects mostly in free time, is a challenge for many of our volunteers. We
recognize the need to support our community to keep volunteers highly engaged, especially if projects are
in a more challenging phase or if professional workload changes. Moreover we see groups of our volunteers
gathering in other areas (outside Rotterdam, in NL). It is important to keep the different geographical groups
connected as one EWB. Therefore we have a community in Rotterdam and a community in Eindhoven.
Since most of the activities take place in Rotterdam, there are community managers Eindhoven who make
sure everybody stays connected as one EWB NL.
In 2019 we will continue with the community building and engagement program with the following
highlights:
• Continue with the recurring Meet&Greet (in Rotterdam and Eindhoven) in which we will learn about
project updates, have discussions sessions and share other announcements that are relevant for
EWB-NL. We will also give an introduction to new/potential volunteers. There is sufficient time
reserved for networking.
• Organise the Hang-Out (in Rotterdam and Eindhoven area) which is a social gathering in order to
stimulate community building.
• Organise larger scale events, such as the Design Challenge and a symposium.
• Organise events for knowledge / leadership development and community building
• Set-up a personal development program by means personal development coordinator role
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•

Keep all geographical areas (for now Rotterdam and Eindhoven) connected by
means of arranging work space and organizing events in both areas and outside.

Funding and Partnerships
Funding is essential in project execution. Having more funding will enable us to faster start-up projects and
decrease lead times. Having sufficient funds to employee full time EWB staff members will enable a
significant increase in the number and quality of projects that we do.
The main highlights for funding in 2019 are:
• Develop a consistent approach to apply for grants and subsidies commonly available for the
activities EWB NL engages with
• Use donations to create a revolving fund to support our projects and promote it to relevant
companies/parties for support
• Obtain funding to set-up the Africa Next Level program with revolving fund
• Set-up strategic partnerships with NGO’s and other organisations to realize impact programs that
include funding in the project proposal.
• Set-up strategic partnerships with companies that include financial contributions and the donation
of employee time and knowledge.
• Keep a close cooperation with Manager Projects, Portfolio Manager and Events Team to ensure
EWB NL’s value proposition to potential partners remains relevant
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Our Goals for 2019
Goals 2019

Sub-Goals 2019

Critical results to meet our ambition
1. Projects. Positive impact realized: 2000
people wellbeing improved, e.g. access
to drinking water, access to electricity

1.1 13 Projects in execution end of 2019
1.2 10 New Projects Proposals approved
1.3 5 Projects completed
1.4 Build and implement a platform to link NGO
consultancy requests (small projects) directly to
engineering expertise.
1.5 Measure our impact on SDG level and implement
steering system

Reference is made to the internal EWB
Portfolio management plan

1.6 Implement the faster better more projects strategy

2. Community Building. Strengthen the
EWB community to connect knowledge,
engage people and organizations by
showing what we do and why we believe
our approach has real impact. Increasing
the wellbeing of our volunteers and the
communities we work with.

2.1 Improve community feeling and connect engineers
and knowledge by organizing minimum 14 events,
(targeting 500 people), of which 8 events in Rotterdam
area, 4 events in Eindhoven area and 2 on a larger scale
(Design Challenge and Symposium)
2.2 Implement personal development program for
volunteers in projects
2.3 Professionalise and execute our internal and external
communication, following the ‘expose, inform and join’
approach, tailored to the target groups ‘Volunteers,
‘Strategic Partners’, ’Local Partners’ and ‘Donors’.
2.4 Strengthen the collaboration between Rotterdam
community and Eindhoven community
2.5 Measure the volunteers community involvement and
satisfaction on being part of EWB and act upon the results

2.6 Promote the Friends of EWB NL program in our events
with the goal of fully funding our running activities as an
Reference is made to the internal EWB Communication
organization through the Friends
plan

3. Funding. To achieve sustainable
funding for EWB NL Projects, the EWB
NL organisation and its activities.

3.1 Strategic partners: companies engaged in long term
partnerships (>12 months) supporting more than one
EWB NL activity (eg Design Challenge, Volunteers in our
projects, shared events, support promotion, donation…):
5
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3.2 Strategic partners: Companies committed to periodic
donations to projects and/or EWB NL: 5
3.3 Strategic partners: reliable Local Partners that can
bring us more relevant projects (relevant as in aligned with
long term our goals): 5
3.4 Coordinate/support with project teams and portfolio
managers to ensure the projects currently in execution get
funded
3.5 Ensure EWB NL has funding to financially support
“discovery trips” to validate the feasibility of a new project
(as in quality of the information received, reliability of local
partners and overall context): Min 3, ideal 10
Reference is made to the internal EWB Funding plan

3.6 Set up a target 125keur pilot revolving fund from
donations and potentially subsidies

4. Safe project execution with 0 Lost Time
Incidents (LTIs)
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Reference documents
General
EWB has key documents for project portfolio management, funding strategy and communication that further
detail how we work. These documents are referenced below.

Project Portfolio Management
In the Portfolio Management Plan it is described how EWB executes projects in more detail. The structure,
process, responsibilities, Project KPIs, quality, HSE, communication, risk management and stakeholder
management are described. Reference is made to Portfolio Management Plan

Funding Plan
The continuity of EWB NL funding as a foundation is yearly to be secured as described in the funding
plan. Priority will always be given to operational expenses to assure the functioning of the foundation
such as an costs for banking services, website and subscription in the KvK. All remaining funds will be
used for project engineering cost as budgeted and reserving funds for the next year. In short the priority
of budget allocations / earmarking are:
1. Operational costs of the foundation
2. Project engineering costs
3. Reservation for the next budget (begroting)
The financial policy is further detailed in the EWB NL Funding Plan

Community Building & Communication
We use community building and communication as a means to engage people and organizations by
showing what we do and why we believe our approach has real impact. The communication target groups,
and main steps in the communication process: Expose, Inform, Join), Engage are further detailed in the
Community Building & Communication Plan.
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Appendix A: Budget 2019
EWB Essential Expenses
Banking costs and interests
Rent office
Representation costs
Activities in nl/BIT
Community building/Events team

EWB Revenues (general)
€ 300
€ 1.452
€ 50
€ 300
€ 100

T-shirts

€ 200

Sub EWB
Contingency

€ 6.000

Fundraisers

€ 1.000

10% overhead projects

€ 7.380

€ 500
€ 4.402

Sub EWB income

€ 16.980

€ 17.728

Projects Costs
Travel insurances

€ 2.600

Strategic partnerships

€ 1.500

Personal protective equipment
Administrative costs & Board insurance

Donations friends program

Projects Revenues
€ 1.650

Execution

Employees
Excution

Excution

Solar

Solar

Yemen solar

€ 3.000

Yemen solar

€ 3.300

Smart meters

€ 3.000

Smart meters

€ 3.300

Togo Solar

€ 3.000

Togo Solar

€ 3.300

Water

Water

€0

Water4Sovu

€ 6.000

Water4Sovu

€ 6.600

Water4Ok

€ 3.000

Water4Ok

€ 3.300

SOFT

SOFT

€0

Soft Mozambique

€ 9.000

Soft Mozambique

€ 9.900

Soft Uganda
Other

€ 3.000

Soft Uganda
Other

€ 3.300
€0

Kumwe

€ 6.000

Kumwe

€ 6.600

Kidron

€ 5.500

Kidron

€ 6.100

Kriterion Monrovia

€ 3.000

Kriterion Monrovia

€ 3.300

Design challenge

€ 9.000

Design challenge

€ 9.900

Nutcracker

€ 1.000

Nutcracker

€ 1.100

Proposal

Proposal

€0

Water4sumba
Avolar Congo

€ 3.000
€ 500

Water4sumba
Avolar Congo

€ 3.300
€ 600

MEN Water

€ 3.000

MEN Water

€ 3.300

MEN Waster

€ 3.000

MEN Waster

€ 3.300

Unknown future project A

€ 3.000

Unknown future project A

€ 3.300

Unknown future project B

€0

Unknown future project B

€0

Unknown future project C

€0

Unknown future project C

€0

Unknown future project D

€0

Unknown future project D

Sub projects

Total costs

€ 68.650

Sub projects revenues

€ 90.780 Total revenues

€0
€ 73.800

€ 90.780
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